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We provide a new, simple and direct combinatorial proof of the equivalence of 
the determinantal nd combinatorial definition of Schur functions S~(xl ..... x~). 
There are a number of algebraic proofs of this equivalence. For example, Macdonald 
gives a proof in his book ("Syrmnetric Functions and Hall Polynomials," Oxford 
Univ. Press, London, 1979) which has the advantage that it generalizes to a number 
of variations of Schur functions; see (J. G. Macdonald, in "Actes 28 e Seminaire 
Lotharingien, 1992," Publ. I.R.M.A. Strasbonrg, pp. 5-39). A simple algebraic proof 
can be found in (R. A. Proctor, J. Combin. Theory Set. A 51 (1989), 135-137) where 
one proves that the determinantal and combinatorial definitions of Schur function 
both imply the recursion 
S;~(x 1..... x~ 1,1)= ~ Su(x 1 . . . . .  xn_ 1). 
/x 
Finally there is an implicit combinatorial proof based on the work of Gessel and 
Viennot (preprint) who gave a combinatorial proof of the Jacob~Trudi identity 
S~(x l  ..... x~) = det II S(~, . . . .  j)ll 
where S~.(xl ..... x~) is defined combinatorially and the work of Goulden (Canad. J. 
Math. 37 (1985), 1201-1210) who gave a combinatorial proof of 
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where Sa(Xl ..... x,) is defined algebraically as the quotient of determinants. We 
note that Bressoud and Wei have given a lattice path interpretation f Goulden's 
combinatorial proof (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 60 (1992), 277 286) and both the 
Gessel-Viennot proof and the Bressoud-Wei version of Goulden's proof can be 
found in (Conternp. Math. 143 (1993), 59 64). However, with these combinatorial 
tools, one would have to use several applications of the involution principle of 
Garsia and Milne (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 31 (1981), 290 339) to obtain an 
explicit equivalence of the combinatorial nd determinantal definitions. © 1995 
Academic Press, Inc. 
Schur functions play a fundamental role in the representation theory of 
the symmetric group S, and the general linear group GLn(C). For example, 
if 2=(21~> .-. >~2k) is a partition of m, then the Schur function 
Sz(xl, ..., x,) is the image of the irreducible character Z~° corresponding 
to the partition 2 under the Frobenious map which is the fundamental 
isometry between the center of the group algebra of Sn, C(Sn), and the 
space of homogeneous symmetric functions of degree n, see [G-R] or 
[Macdonaldl] .  Also Sx(xl, ..., x,) is the character of the irreducible 
representation f GLn(C) corresponding to 2, see [ J-K].  
There are two standard ways to define the Schur function S~(Xl ..... x~) 
for 2= (21 >/ ... >~2n/>0) a partition ofm ~<n. The classical definition is to 
define S~(Xl, ..., x,) as a quotient of alternates. 
S2(X1, ..., Xn ) : det I]Xf J+n-+rl ~ ~ i,+~n (0.1) 
The second definition is the combinatorial definition which is fundamen- 
tal for the incredibly rich interplay between symmetric functions and 
tableaux theory which has been developed in recent years. The Ferrers' 
diagram F~ of a partition 2 is the set of left justified rows of cells with 21 
cells in the first row, 22 cells in the second row, etc. A column strict tableau 
T of shape 2 is a filling of F~ with integers from { 1 ..... n} so that the entries 
are weakly increasing in each row and strictly decreasing down each 
column. For example, if 2= (4,2,1), F(4.2,1 ) and a column strict tableau T 
of shape 2 are pictured in Fig. 1. 
I I I I I 111112131 
F(4,2,1)= ~[_.J T ---- ~ J  
FI~. 1. A Ferrers diagram and a column strict tableaux. 
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Given T, we let Ti.j denote the entry of T in the ith row (from top to 
bottom) and the j th  column (from right to left). The weight of T, 
co(T) = 1-[(id)~ Fx XTI, j. 
co(T)  =-- x iX2XgX 4. The combinatorial For example, for T pictured above, ) 3 
definition of S~(xl , . . . ,  x , )  is then given by 
S;,(xl ..... x,,)= ~ co(T) (0.2) 
T ~ CS()o) 
where CS(2) is the set of all column strict tableaux of shape 2. 
The main purpose of this paper is to give a simple combinatorial proof 
of the equivalence of the two definitions of S~o(xl, ..., x,,) given by (0.1) 
and (0.2). There are a number of algebraic proofs of the equivalence 
of (0.1) and (0.2). For example, Macdonald gives a proof in his book 
[Macdonaldl ] which has the advantage that it generalizes to a number of 
variations of Schur functions, see [Macdonald2]. A simple algebraic proof 
can be found in [Proctor] where one proves that (0.1) and (0.2) both 
imply the recursion 
S2(x  1 . . . . .  Xn_ l ,  1)  = ~,  
,u 
)q~tli~Zi-I 
S~(xl ,  ..., x ,  1)" (0.3) 
Finally there is an implicit combinatorial proof based on the work of 
Gessel and Viennot [ Ge-V] who gave a combinatorial proof of the Jacobi- 
Trudi identity 
&(x l  .... , x . )  = det II S(x,+, s~ll 
where S~(x,  ..... xn) is defined according to (0.2) and the work of Goulden 
[Goulden] who gave a combinatorial proof of 
&(x , ,  .., xn)=Yet  II&~,+i /~11 
where S~(xl  ..... xn) is defined according to (0.1). We note that Bressoud 
and Wei have given a lattice path interpretation of Goulden's com- 
binatorial proof [B-W1] and both the Gessel-Viennot proof and the 
Bressoud Wei version of Goulden's proof can be found in [B-W2]. 
However one would have to use several applications of the involution prin- 
ciple of Garsia and Milne [G-M ] to obtain a direct equivalence of the 
right hand sides of (0.1) and (0.2). The combinatorial proof that we give 
below provides a much simpler combinatorial proof of the equivalence of 
the right hand sides of (0.1) and (0.2). 
582a/72/2-9 
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THE COMBINATORIAL  PROOF 
Our goal is to prove that 
co(T) = get IIx~J+" Jll (0.4) 
Te CS(2) dgt/IxT-Jll 
It is well known that the denominator on the right hand side of (0.4) is 
the Vandermonde determinant and that 
det ]lxT-Jlll ~i,j~,= I1 (xi-  xj) 
l <~i<j<~n 
=x~ I] (1-x/x,) (0.5) 
l ~i <j<~n 
oc n - where fi = (n - 1, n - 2 .... ,2, 1, 0) and x ~ = x~ 1 . . .  X n If 0~ = (0(. 1 . . . . .  (~'n)" Then 
multiplying both sides of (0.4) by x ~, expanding the determinant in the 
numerator on the RHS of (0.4) and expanding the resulting geometric 
series which arises by replacing the denominator on the RHS of (0.4) by 
(0.5), we see that we must prove that 
X6 2 
Te  CS(2) 
/ 
= --~1 " " " xXn 
\GeSn ~n/ 
i<j Xi \X i J  
(0.6) 
It turns out that it will make the combinatorics of our proof  a bit simpler 
if we multiply both sides of (0.6) by Xl . . .  xn. Moreover since x l . . .  xn is 
symmetric it can be brought inside the sum so that we must prove 
Xfi + 1 2 
T • CS(2) 
/ \ 
\a  ~ Sn ~n J 
X i~<j ( l~-X J~- (X j~2-~' ' "  )\X i /  (o.7) 
where 6 + 1 = (n, n - 1 ..... 2, 1 ). 
Next we need to give combinatorial interpretations to both sides of (0.7). 
To this end, we shall introduce a grid of squares whose rows and columns 
are labeled as pictured in Fig. 2. 
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-5 -4 -3 -2  12345 
" "  i "'" 
"'" 2 ' "  
- 3 ' 
' "  4 " "  
""  5 "'" 
FIG. 2. Grid where we shall draw the augmented shape Fi. 
In this grid of squares, we shall draw what we call the augmented shape 
F1 of the partition 2 which results from F~ by adding n squares to the left 
of the first row of F~., n -  1 squares to the left of the 2nd row of Fx, etc. 
For example if 2= (3, 2, 1), then we have the graph shown in Fig. 3. 
The LHS of (0.7) is then easily interpreted as the sum of the weights of 
all fillings l" of F~ where T restricted to the positive columns is a column 
strict tableau T of shape 2 and T restricted to the negative columns has all 
l's in the first row, all 2's in the second row, etc. We let D(2) denote the 
set of all such fillings and for t ~ D()~), we define 
co(T)= I1 XT.,S (0.8) 
(i , j)  ~ F~ 
For example, a typical element of T ~ D(.~) whose weight is x ~ + 1 2 2 X1X2X3X4 
is pictured in Fig. 4. 
Our interpretation of the RHS is only a bit more complicated. First it is 
~C)q +n?c22+n- -  1 . .  X.gn+ 1 as the weight of easy to interpret a term in the sum __o. 1 . .o_  2 " cr  
a filling of F,~. 
For example, for 2 = (3,2,1), the term x2x5xlx6X3X 4 9  7 5 3 2 1 corresponds to the 
weight of the filling shown in Fig. 5. 
Z1 + nX22 + n- -  1 However we must interpret a general term x~ ~2 "'" 
x~" l~i<j (~)~i,j which can arise from the RHS of (0.7). We will explain our 
~n 
interpretation of such a term by an example. Consider the term 
9 7 5 3 2 1 (x2~4 (x4]3  x6 (x3)2  (x4]3  (x412  (x6)4  
) )~-X2XsX lX6X3X4"X l "  "Xl"  (X l l )  tX2  x2"  "X3"  x4 " 
Our idea is to use the terms with denominator xi to modify the row 
containing i's in T~. There are two cases. 
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2  1 2 3 
FIG. 3. Graph of the augmented shape of (3,2,1). 
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if, = 




Fro. 4. A typical element in D(2). 
Case 1. The length of the row of i 's  in T~>>,Zj>~io~i,j. For example, in 
our case the row of 2's is of length 9 which has weight x 9 and we multiply 
4 2 3 In this case we by the term (x3)2 (x4)3 which yields net weight x2x3x  4. 
x 2 x x 2 / 
simply replace the rightmost 5 2's in row 1 by 3 3 4 4 4 so that the first row 
will become [ 21212[ 213 [ 3 [ 414[ 4]. Similarly the row of 3's has length 2 and 
weight x 2 and we multiply by (~)2 which yields net weight x ] so we simply 
replace row 5 by [~[4]. 
Case 2. The length of the row of i's in T~ < Zj> i0%j • For example, in 
our case the row of l's is of length 5 with weight x~ and we multiply by 
x2)4 (x4~3 x6 xl, ,x~, (Xl) which yields net weight x2 x2 x2 ~11 ~11 ~1 X2X4X4X4X6"  In this case, we 
replace row 3 by 222  12141414161 where the tree 2's are placed in the 
squares immediately to the left of row 3 in our grid. 
In this case the numbers k which fall inside of the augmented shape F,i 
will get the usual weight xk where as the numbers k which fall outside of 
F i will get weight xk Z. This means that to recover the weight of a row i 
where numbers lie outside the grid, we must know the original value of a~ 
which is why we also pictured a in our drawing of T~ so that we could 
keep track of this information. Similarly the row of 4's in our diagram has 
length 1 with weight x4 and we multiply by (~6)4 which yields net weight 
\ x 4 
x6  x6  x6  ~4 ~ ~ x6 so we replace row 6 by 6 6 6 [ ] .  
Thus the term 7 is interpreted by the pair (Ty, or) pictured in Fig. 6. 
We define the weight of such a pair (T~, a) to be sgn(a) co(T~), where 
co(T~)= I~ ZTI.j (0.9) 
( i , j )  ~T  7 




FIo. 5. The filling corresponding to the term 975321 X2X5X1X6X3X 4 • 
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-6 -5 -4 -3 -2  23  
 1122  4 414 2 
55555551 5 
2 24446 1 
666  6 
3 
4 
FIG. 6. In terpretat ion  of  y = X2XsX 19  7 5x6x3x43 2 l (x2/xi)4(x4/x1)3(x6/xl)(X3//x2)2 
(X4/X2) 3 (X4/X3) 2 (X6/X4) 4. 
and 
(XT,,: if (i,j) eF;  
ZT,.j = ~ (XT,.JX~, if (i,j) ¢ Ft. 
It is easy to see that the pairs (Ty, a) which can arise from a term y on 
the RHS of (0.7) have the following properties. 
(i) The numbers in each row i of Ty are weakly increasing from left 
to right, 
(ii) T 7 contains all the cells of Fp, 
(iii) For i = 1 .... , n the leftmost element, l , of row i in T~ is such that 
1~ ~> o-; if l~ lies in FI and l~ > a~ if li lies outside of Ft. 
Moreover it is easy to see that for each pair (T, o-) satisfying (i), (ii), 
and (iii), one can find a term y 'eHi<s(1  +(~)+(~)2+ . . . )  such that 
;~+n 1 .x~"y' =y  corresponds to (T, a). Thus we let E(,~) denote the set Xo.  1 • . 
of all pairs (T, a) satisfying (i)-(iii) above. Then the RHS of 0.7 equals 
sgn( ~) o3(T). 
(T, G) aE(2)  
Note that for each TED(2), (T, e)sE(2), where e is the identity per- 
mutation. Thus (0.7) is equivalent to 
~, co(T) = ~ sgn(~) co(T). (0.10) 
(T, e) a E(~.) (T, 0¢) ~ E(,~) 
T ~ DI). ) 
To prove (0.10), we shall define a simple sign-reversing weight preserving 
involution I which cancels off terms in pairs on the RHS of (0.10) 
leaving only the terms in the LHS of (0.10). Our involution I is defined as 
follows. Given a pair (T, a) e EU.), look for the rightmost and then highest 
violation of column strictness in Fi. That is, find ( i , j )eF~ such that 
Tij~>Ti+l,s where first j is as large as possible and then i is as small as 
possible. Then I(T, a) = (T*, o-*) where ~* = o-(i, i + 1) and T* results from 
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T by switching cell (i, k -  1 ) with cell (i + 1, k) for all k ~<j. This switch is 
pictured in Fig. 7. 
For example, for the (T~, a) pictured in Fig. 6, the rightmost and then 
highest violation of column strictness occurs at position (2, -1 )  and we 
have Fig. 8. 
It is easy to see that if I(T, a) = (T*, ~r*), then sgn(a) = -sgn(a*)  and 
co(T) = co(T*) since our switches along diagonals witch cells inside F1 with 
cells inside F~ and switches cells outside F1 with cells outside of F,~. To 
complete our proof, we must prove two things: 
1. (T*, a*) •E(3.) and I(T*, o-*) = (T, o-) and 
2. The fixed points of I, i.e., the elements (T, ~r) • E(2), where there is 
no violation of column strictness in T, are just the elements on the LHS of 
(0.10). 
For (1), note that Ti, j ~> T~+ ~,j so that row i of T* is of the form 
'" "Ti+I, j  3 ~T i+I , j -2  ~T i+I , j -1  <~Ti+l, j<~Ti,  j<~Ti, j+ l  ""  
Now if Ti+a,j+ 1 exists, then Yi, j _  1 <~Ti, j<~Ti, j+ l~T i+ l , j+  a where the 
last inequality follows because (i,j) is the rightmost and then highest viola- 
tion of column strictness. Thus row i+  1 of T* is of the form 
""T i . j _2~Ti ,  j 1 ~<T~+I,j+I ~< "'' 
Thus T* has weakly increasing rows. Moreover if lk and l* denotes the 
least element of row k in T and T* respectively, then a* --ai+a ~< li÷l = li* 
and a*+l= ai ~< l~ = I*+1. It then easily follows that for all k, ~* <~ lk and 
ak < lk if Ik does not lie in F,~. Thus (T*, o-*) • E(2). 
Finally since Tk. l = Tk* l if l > j  or k < i, and T*j -- Ti, j >~ T/,j_ 1 = T*+ 1,j, 
position (i,j) will still be the rightmost and then highest violation of 
column strictness in T* so that I(T*, a*) = (T, a). 
For (2), observe that if (T, ~r) • E()~) has the property that T is column 
strict in F,i, then the - 1 column of T must be just 1, ..., n reading from top 
to bottom. Thus T restricted to Fx is a column strict tableau and T restricted 
to F1 must have all l's in the first row, all 2's in the second row, etc. 
Moreover for all k, a~ <~ lk ~ k from which it easily follows that ak = lk = k 
• '~  Ti,j-3 ~ Ti,j-2 ~ T,,j-1 ~ T,,i 
Wi+l,i-3 Wi+l,i-2 Wi+l,j-1 Wi+l,i 
row i 
row i + 1 
FrG. 7. The switch. 
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I(T-r, a) = 
T* 
O" 
i i222 3i3444 2 
2 2 4 '4  4 5 5 51 i 
55556 5 
[ 666  6 
3 
4 
FI6. 8. The resulting picture after the switch. 
for all k. Thus a is the identity and since cr k = lk, there can be no elements 
of T outside of Fi .  Thus (T, ~) = (T, e) where T ~ D(2). Hence our involu- 
tion shows 
sgn(a) og(T) = ~ co(T) 
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